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Dear Harold, 

Please forgive me for nob having written before now to thank you 
for the Carolyn arnold document, I Was working urgently on the copy~ edited me, (adding footnotes, clarifications, ete,), in the midst of 
whieh Maggies Meld arrived for a 2-week visit in NYC, and then the — 
Garrison story broke, Between all those presecipations, I didnft find time to write, Oo 

; Maggie came te New York mainly to seek a publisher for her panoplies. 
She has had phenomenal. susceset as she will be writing you, no doubt, 
Random House immediately accepted her work for publication, and the 
New Amsrican Library was equally eager, She accepted the Random House 
offer this morning, Needless to say, I am very happy for Maggie, and 
I know that her work will make a resl contribution to public knowledge 
about the Ws 

t asked Jones Harris not to call me any more mainly because 1 
hold him somewhat responsible, morally at least, for the filthy 
Schiller-Lewls article in the WT, Of course there is a Schiller 
~Epstein axis: notice the way Epstein escaped mention in the 
Scavengers article, and estaped eriticiem on the record "The 
Controversy"? : 

The New Orleans story has me baffled end umerved. Everything 
that Garrison has said in his own volee is great and very reassuring. 
But the press is out to destroy him, and is now taying to reinstate 
the ridiculous Castro-directed plot, I know that they cannot possibly 
get away With such clumsy perversion of ths facts bub it still troubles 
me-—now far is this lousy free-press ready to go? 

The boek is sewed up, so thanks for the offer of the Altgens 
negatives, but do not trouble, What can be the explenation of the 
Shirt? Don't trouble te send the piobure unitess you have surplus 
prints, I am puzgled by what you say xbout the color, 

I am on pins and needles, waiting for the nest bulletin fron 
New Orleans. Ia Tom still working at the archives? If you should 
see him, please renind him to return my List of Comission Documents 
not published in the H& E. With warm regards, 

As always,


